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9.8 mm

MAXIM® PLATINUM®

Blue 2x-DRY

MAXIM® Climbing Ropes is proud to introduce MAXIM® PLATINUM®, the world's first dynamic climbing rope with
a permanent connection between the core and the cover. With the PLATINUM® technology we weave the sheath
between the core yarns at fixed intervals. This results in reduced sheath slippage especially when the rope gets cut
and creates an ultimate in safety, durability & redundancy. MAXIM® PLATINUM® also convinces through its soft

Middle mark 2x-DRY

handle and impresses climbers by running as fast and smoothly through quickdraws as thinner ropes do.
In addition, the MAXIM® PLATINUM® features our unique Warning Track tracer system. The tracer color changes to
indicate the mid point of the rope and also warns you when reaching the end of your rap by increasing the numbers

Warning Track

of red tracers.

Features

Specifications

✔ Permanent connection between core & cover

Core:

Polyamide/Nylon

✔ Warning Track tracer system

Cover:

Polyamide/Nylon

✔ Designed to minimize drag in quick draws

Standard: EN 892
UIAA 101

✔ Designed for Trad & Sport Routes

Single rope

✔ Great for developing routes

Ø
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Look for MAXIM® Ropes on Facebook
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The handling of MAXIM® PLATINUM® is superb. The knotability is great and it holds a bowline without slipping, yet
does not overly bind on a figure 8. MAXIM® PLATINUM®
is a beautiful, unique, and elegant rope that especially
advanced climbers will love.
Randy Leavitt

We are very impressed with the rope’s soft handle, in
addition it belays and runs through quick draws like a
dream. The rope’s color scheme also makes it a standout and adds to the “premium” nature of the rope.
Cameron & Jonathan Hörst

WARNING!
Using these products can entail risks. Do not use them for any other than the intended purposes. Especially, do not use them lifting purposes as specified in EU Directive
2006/42/EC, unless the products are clearly identified as suitable for such purposes under relevant standards. Customers shall make sure that persons using the products are
familiar with their correct use and the necessary safety precautions. Keep in mind that any of these products can cause damage if incorrectly used, stored, cleaned, or overloaded. Check national safety regulations, industry recommendations, and standards for locally applicable requirements (e.g. choice of safety factors).
TEUFELBERGER®, MAXIM®, PLATINUM® and 拖飞宝® are internationally registered trademarks of TEUFELBERGER Group.
Subject to technical modifications, typesetting and printing errors.
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